the shops
FLOUR SHOP stores are the creative playground for
cake mastermind and Flourist, Amirah Kassem. She takes
everything that she loves – cake, rainbows, glitter, unicorns
and imagination – and creates spaces that contain an
Instagram moment around every corner. #nofilterneeded.
In the retail shops you can find wall-to-wall rainbows and
(kirakira friendly) glitter counters that contain all of her most
popular treats. Come to the shop to pick up some
gasp-worthy cakeballs (it’s impossible to only eat one),
Amirah’s staple six-layer explosion cake, unicorn cakes and
new creations to be announced soon!

Baking at
177 LAFAYET TE ST.
NEW YORK , NY 10013

the brand
FLOUR SHOP is expanding beyond the cake! Amirah wants to
bring her magic to other parts of people’s lives so they can truly
live “the birthday lifestyle” - where everyday is your birthday, you
eat your favorite things, wear your favorite clothes and get the
most out of life. FLOUR SHOP will be releasing a collection in
partnership with Williams-Sonoma for the kitchen and home.
Now you can bake in-style with rainbow mixing bowls and
spatulas, display your cake on a FLOUR SHOP cake stand
that you won’t want to put in the cupboard, and create a dinner
table that is both elegant and colorful- like every dinner party
deserves - with FLOUR SHOP’s brand new rainbow plate sets.
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the flourist
FLOUR SHOP founder and Flour-ist Amirah Kassem is an artist at
heart and cake is her medium. Amirah is the best-selling author of
The Power of Sprinkles and will soon release her first children's book
The Magical Land of Birthdays. Amirah grew up baking and sculpting
with her mother in Mexico, where she discovered an appreciation for
fine ingredients—and mastered the art of multisensory experiences.
But she didn’t learn her skills in culinary school. Instead, Amirah
grew up baking and sculpting with her mother in Mexico, where she
discovered an appreciation for fine ingredients—and mastered the
art of multi-sensory experiences. Today, her food-based installations
have been exhibited everywhere from private settings at the Whitney
Museum to 64-foot edible hallways at the Brooklyn Museum; while
her fondant-free creations have also caught the attention of Vogue,
Harper’s BAZAAR, and every fashion party in NYC.
You can find Amirah’s signature rainbow-exploding cakes (named
Instagram’s “2017 Trend of the Year”) — along with her other
whimsical creations—at her rainbow glittery bakeries.

AS SEEN ON
Rachael Ray · Late Night with Seth Meyers · Beat Bobby Flay
Nailed It! Mexico · The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon · Today Show
Home & Family · WWHL with Andy Cohen · Food Network
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"Amirah Kassem is one of the few
figures in the food industry who can
get the fashion set to eat their carbs."

- Vogue
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